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Solomon kept quiet.

He felt speechless and took a sip of his wine without commenting on the subject.

He knew his mother well. The moment she left him, an eight-year-old boy, at the Wand
family and told them that he was an orphan, she no longer deserved anyone putting in a
good word for her.

But despite that, Yamada still defended her, which goes to show how loyal of a man he was.

Then, Solomon took out a check from the suitcase he brought.

“This is the profit from the collaboration between Hayes Corporation and Sinch Enterprise,
take it.”

“I…”

Yamada suddenly became a little hesitant.

He looked at the check and quickly said, “I’m not here for this. I just heard that you were
back, so I wanted to see you. I…”

“I know. But I also know that your two sons had taken over Sinch Enterprise, and things are
going downhill due to their mismanagement, but they refuse to let you back in. So, this is the
only way I could help you right now.”
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Solomon stood in front of Yamada and explained as that was his true intention all along.

Even though they were not close because of his mess of a mother, the man in front of
Solomon was still undeniably the reason he could grow and complete his studies after he
was eighteen.

Moreover, the conditions Yamada provided were exceptional.

That was why Solomon was willing to hand the profit directly to Yamada after Solomon took
charge of Hayes Corporation.

To him, it was a show of gratitude.

Tears welled up from Yamada’s eyes after hearing that and he eventually took the check
with his trembling hand.

“I knew I should’ve let you manage Sinch Enterprise.”

“I don’t think so. I’m adopted, after all. Don’t worry. The amount here is off-the-books. So,
they won’t find out about it. You can do whatever you want with it,” Solomon responded
calmly.

After that. Yamada said nothing more.

No one could help a generation hero with his disappointing descendants.

Hence, Yamada got ready to leave.

“Oh, right. There’s one more thing I wanted to ask you. You’re already thirty. Why isn’t there
any news about you getting married? Don’t the Hayes family care about you? Why didn’t they
make some arrangements?”

Yamada was already at the door, but he stopped and turned around. He looked dead serious
when asking that question.

Solomon’s expression immediately darkened.
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“No. I just don’t want to get married yet.”

“You don’t want to get married? You’re thirty, Akiyama. You’re the person in charge of Hayes
Corporation! Aren’t you afraid that the shareholders would feel displeased if you don’t marry
and have kids?” He paused.

“On top of that, I heard your sister’s already married, right? Let me remind you that people
who married into other families will have their shares retracted. You should know that the
board of directors would get to redistribute your shares if you didn’t have an heir. How are
you going to hold on to the Hayes family’s share? Have you thought about it?”

The old man actually had a sharp mind. He immediately pointed out the main issue
Solomon was currently facing in Hayes Corporation.

Indeed, not only Sabrina’s but even Ian’s share was in jeopardy because the board of
directors was not happy after they confirmed that Ian was a descendant of the Jadeson
family.

Even though there was still Sebastian, according to the law, he was currently in no position
to help his son keep the shares. So, what Yamada said was absolutely right.

“Well, the Minamoto family just held a coming of age ceremony for their daughter, who just
turned twenty. Maybe I can arrange for a meeting. What do you think?”

Solomon stayed quiet for a little and calmed himself down before saying, “I’ll have someone
send you back.”

“This is the Minamoto family we’re talking about here. Do you know who they are? They are
the most prestigious family in the whole Terrandya! What are you thinking!” Yamada’s voice
filled the space even after he got in the elevator.

You unreliable boy!

Solomon felt dizzy after that and slammed the door shut after returning to his room.

Who the Minamotos were was of no concern to him because he was never going to get
married.
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That said, when Solomon woke up the next morning, he was surprised that someone was
ringing the doorbell. So, he knitted his brows and went to open the door.

At the door was a delicately dressed girl in Jetroinian traditional outfit.

Behind her were two middle-aged Jetroina men who were dressed just as formally as the
girl.

Solomon was speechless.

You crazy old man.

…

At the hospital, Sasha and Sebastian found out about it as well.

Not through any special means, though, but the television in the hospital.

Someone said that they witnessed the eldest daughter of the Minamoto family being sent to
the penthouse suite of the most famous five-star hotel all dressed up.

It looked like they were making arrangements for her to get married.

Pfft!

Karl spat out all the water after seeing that.

“Sebby, what do you think about this?” Sasha asked after Karl got out.

Sebastian’s brow furrowed.

“If he’s thinking of holding on to the company shares for the family, marrying the daughter of
the Minamoto family is indeed a good move.”
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